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“It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails” - 1 Corinthians 13  

Summer 2019 

OH WHAT A SUMMER!!!  

What a PHENOMENAL Summer it has been!! 

On June 24th, 2019, I married the love of my life and it 

was the most magical day for us full of love, laughter 

and fun 😊  The Windsor Star agreed and included us 

in its article about the Ford Fireworks Festival too!   

We wanted a day that symbolized our love for each 

other and it was exactly that.  We even had a “mini-moon” and stayed in 

Windsor/Detroit for a couple more days.  Might I recommend Top Golf in Detroit 

and the Buffet at Caesars Windsor?  So much fun!   

And THEN….Brett and I moved into our new home together at the end of July and 

have been hard at work setting it up – along with working hard at #Realtorlife for 

me and Provincial Glass and Mirror for him.  Zero people like moving – real 

estate pros included – but we all love our new homes once they feel like home! 

At the beginning of August, I was fortunate enough to go to San Diego for my 

6th Mastermind Conference!  I am so grateful for the opportunity to 

learn and grow and be inspired by Brian Buffini, his amazing team and 

the phenomenal colleagues I am Blessed to connect with 😊  

We’re finding time to enjoy these Summer days with the kids and have been checking 

out fun at Port Stanley, London’s East Park and might even brave camping…maybe lol 

.(Canada’s Wonderland is on the horizon before the end of the Season I think lol) and 

just be grateful for all of the experiences we share and the people who surround 

us with love, laughter and support. 

This Fall, we are part of The Fight to End 

Homelessness.  I will include more details soon but it’s 

a boxing charity event and Brett and I are both 

registered as boxers!  What a workout!!   

I am loving my new routine at the house, learning my 

new London neighbourhood (right off the 401) and commuting back and forth to 

Guelph. 

Enjoy the warmth, sun and starry nights 😊 
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